Name: ____________________________

Date: ____________

Period: ______________

Step 5: Now you have started writing your thesis you are going to write an outline. Your outline should include the following information (see
below). Download the format from Mrulland.weebly.com, when completed and upload and turn into turnitin.com. Turn this rubric in with steps 14.
HUMANITIES DEPARTMENT RUBRIC
Exceeds Standard
Thesis




__/ 10
Evidence







__ /20
Analysis





__ /10

Meets Standard

Approaches Standard

Focused and clear thesis that
addresses all required parts
Thesis insightfully addresses
task
Argument has depth and
complexity



Choice of specific evidence is
exceptional
Evidence for all BTs is well
developed
Evidence clearly supports
thesis
Accurate MLA citations
present at all times
Used at least three different
sources



Analysis has depth and
accuracy
Analysis consistently and
clearly connects to all parts of
thesis

















Clear thesis that address all
required parts
Thesis addresses task
Argument is present

Choice of evidence is specific
and connected to thesis
Evidence for BTs is developed
Evidence supports thesis
Accurate MLA citations and
citations mostly present at all
required times
Used three different sources











Analysis is accurate, but lacks
depth at times
Analysis connects to all parts of
thesis

Below Standard

Thesis present, but some parts
missing/inadequate
Thesis attempts to address task
Attempts to make argument, but lacks
so-what






Choice of evidence lacks specificity
and/or is taken out of context
Evidence not evenly developed for all
BTs
Evidence at times disconnected from
thesis
Some errors in formatting of MLA
citations; some needed citations
missing.
Used less than three sources.



Analysis at times undeveloped or
unclear
Analysis attempts to connect to thesis;
or only partially connects to thesis



What needs to be turned in –
Monday 12/9 Steps 1-5 Completed (20 Points)
Monday 12/9 @ 10pm Completed Research Outline (40points) Turned into Turnitin.com









Thesis undeveloped or unclear
Thesis does not address task
Lacks argument
Thesis is not placed appropriately

Lacks evidence; mostly inaccurate
evidence
Evidence is vague
Evidence is off topic
Many errors in formatting of MLA
citations; many needed citations
missing
Sources used are unacceptable
Only used one source or less.

Analysis undeveloped, inaccurate,
and/or unclear
Analysis does not support thesis

